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Streamlining u-joint selection

When you need to join a motor or other prime mover to a driven
load, the options are numerous, from standard couplings to flexible
shafts. U-joints fit a specific niche in this spectrum. In this issue, we
will discuss the operating characteristics that point to u-joints.

I. Know when the application calls for a u-
joint

There are several rules of thumb that indicate when a u-joint is called
for in an application. Here is a brief overview:

Misalignment is greater that 3 degrees. Curtis u-joints can handle
angles of misalignment up to 35 degrees; two of them in tandem can man-
age 70 degrees.

Torque is high and potentially variable. Forget flexible shafts or
conventional automotive-type u-joints. They simply cannot carry the load,
particularly where jams or other moments of hesitation are possible.

The drive or driven unit must move with respect to the other.
This is common with certain conveyors and actuators, where the angle of
misalignment changes during operation. The double joints shown at the
right can move axially along the slip shaft that con-
nects them.

The environment is hostile. Hot, dusty, or
corrosive environments are tough on all rotating
components, but Curtis u-joints endure them better than just about any-
thing. Put a boot on the u-joint and you can nearly forget about dust and
corrosion.

Ease of replacement is an issue. Need to
get into and out of an installation with a minimum
of downtime? Nothing is simpler than our u-joints
to assemble or disassemble.
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2. More about torque
Most devices that are intended to handle misalignment are all about "getting torque around

a corner," sometimes sharp corners. Flexible shafts and automotive-type joints only perform well
when torque is steady or, at worst, falls within a narrow range.

Experience shows, however, that torque is rarely a nice, steady value. In the real world, it rises
and falls for a lot of reasons. Here are some examples:

Corrosion. An actuator that has not operated in a year may have components that are rust
frozen. Watch the torque spike when power is applied!

Machine jams and overloads. A conveyor belt that handles 2-lb crushed stone suddenly has
a 100-lb rock fall onto it. Oops! Or, there is the case of the bus door that tries to close and discov-
ers that a passenger is standing in the way and has to reverse directions instantly. Torque expe-
rienced during reversals--or other moments of acceleration/deceleration-- can be huge. Bearing
seizure is another type of sudden overload.

Vibration. Cyclic loads and bent shafts add
great stresses to flexible couplings.

Curtis block-and-pin u-joints are much more
tolerant of torque variations. This is not to sug-
gest that they are unbreakable, but they accept a
wider range of "rogue wave" torques than almost
anything. The secret lies in the oversize bearing
areas of the pins that are shown here.

3. More about speed
Block-and-pin u-joints are not recommended for applications where rotating speed is greater

than 1,500 rpm (at 10 degrees of misalignment). That being said, most of the applications that en-
gineers encounter operate far below this limit. Here are a few generic examples:

Actuators. Usually motor driven.
Adjusters. For valves and hydraulic drives.
Augurs. For moving grain and other agricultural materials.
Conveyors. From stone to assembled parts.
Doors. Operating mechanisms.
Levelers. For roller tables.
Pumps. For heavy-duty units, including sludge.
Remote actuators. For valves and other devices on ships.
Turbines. Regulators.

4. Working your way through the chart
The colorfuMllustration on the right will nelp you find the proper size of a Curtis u-joint. All that

you have to know is: Operating speed, angle of misalignment, and the input load. (If unknown,
calculate it from: Load = 63,000 x HP/RPM.) Let's try it for an alloy steel application. Assume the
rotating speed is 150 rpm, misalignment is 22 degrees, and torque load is 60 Ib-in.

Step 1 : Multiply 150x22 = 3,300.

Step 2 : On the chart, this value lies in the blue sector, so the "Use Factor" is 20.

Step 3 : Multiply the Use Factor by the load to get the Static Torque required, in this case 20

x 60 Ib-in. = 1,200 Ib-in.

Step 4 : On the table in the chart, the 3/4 in. u-joint is the closest unit that provides equal to

or greater Static Torque capacity. Thus, the 3/4-in. O.D. unit is the choice.
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RPMX
Angle =

Multiply application
speed by angle of
misalignment

Multiply Use Factor by input load
(63,000 xHP/RPM). The result is
the required "Static Torque"

X
Select corresponding
"Use Factor"

Alloy Steel
Static

j Torque
(lb-m.)

140
425
900
1610
1800
3050
3500
5500
9000
14000
22000
32000
55000
131000VL

Outside
Diameter
(in.)

3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-1/2
1-3/4
2
2-1/2
3
4

Stainless Steel (303)
Static
Torque
(lb-in.)

140

425
900
1610
1800
3050
3500
5500
9000
14000
22000
32000
55000
131000

Outside
Diameter
(in.) !

3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4
7/8
i
1-1/8
1-1/4
1-1/2
1-3/4
2
2-1/2
3
4

Locate u-joint in
table that is = or
> than required
Static Torque
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Getting the right "head" on your beer
In spite of Super Bowl ads that suggest a laid-back lifestyle, what the beverage indus-
try is all about is throughput. Filling and packaging plants scream with white noise as
thousands of cans and bottles move through per hour.

A critical—and legal—point of inter-
est is the little number that is printed
at the bottom of a can or bottle to
show how much is in the container.
Too much, and the maker is giving
product away; too little, and a guy
in a blue suit and attache case pays
the company a visit.

So, it is vital that on-line filling ma-
chines get the amount in the bottle
just right. And that's where Curtis
Universal comes in. Breweries all
over the country use filling machines
that are adjusted for height (hy-
draulic engineers call this "head")
to regulate the pressure in the filling
line. Curtis u-joints connect the drives that move
the fillers up and down to adjust the incoming
flow.

The next time you decant your favorite beverage,
remember that it was probably a Curtis u-joint that
got the "head" right.
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